
   SOL Teak™ OUTDOOR FURNITURE INFORMATION SHEET  

 

ABOUT SOL Teak™  

Although SOL Teak™ looks and feels like natural teak, it is not.  

CABANACOAST® SOL Teak™ Outdoor Furniture is made from virgin MGP (Marine Grade Polymer) which 
is extruded under high pressure. The grain runs throughout the en�re frame thickness and each joint is 
bolted together using stainless steel hardware and further reinforced with a specialized adhesive.  
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CARING FOR YOUR SOL Teak™ OUTDOOR FURNITURE  

Properly caring for your outdoor furniture will extend its life, enhance its beauty, as well as retain your 
warranty.  

We recommend that you wash your furniture periodically with a mild liquid soap such as car wash soap. 
Scuff marks on the frame can be removed with a very light abrasive - a Scotch Brite pad or non-marking 
sanding sponge like the below is recommended. Please note that excessive force can mar the finish.  

  
 

Like real teak furniture, CABANACOAST® SOL Teak™ Outdoor Furniture is dense and weighs a 
substan�al amount. Always li� and place SOL Teak™ Outdoor Furniture, do not drag. 

CABANACOAST® SOL Teak™ Outdoor Furniture is ready to use and does not require a sealer coat. Avoid 
teak oil or other oil products which are used for sealing and protec�ng real wood as they may stain the 
finish. 

For resistant stains apply a bleach and water wash diluted according to the package instruc�ons for 
cleaning. Alcohol, citrus degreaser or mineral spirits are recommended to remove oil or grease stains. If 
stains are set in, several applica�ons may be necessary. 

SALT WATER CARE  

No addi�onal steps are needed for a salt water environment.  
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OFF-SEASON CARE  

We recommend covering CABANACOAST® SOL Teak™ outdoor furniture if being le� out through the 

winter. Protec�ve covers for our furniture are available for purchase through your CABANACOAST® 
dealer.  
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